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90 Capsules

For best results, take two capsules with morning and evening meals or as directed by your
health care professional.

Count Size:

Each capsule contains:

Vitamin E (as dl-Alpha Tocopheryl Acetate) 102 IU
Magnesium (as Magnesium Arginate/Aspartate) 1.5mg
Selenium (aminoate) 0.05mcg
Wheat germ octacosanol 35mg
Wheat sprout complex 46mcg

Other Ingredients: Avicel

Contains No: sugar, starch, yeast, sodium, wax, artificial colouring or flavours, preservatives,
wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, spelt, soy, milk, eggs or corn.

Directions for use

Technical information

This product is a totally complete Vitamin E complex. This means that all of the components and
additional ingredients necessary for Vitamin E to achieve optimal assimilation and effectiveness
within the body are all incorporated within this “complete” E formula. It contains an optimal
mixture of all of the principal types of soluble Vitamin E, because each type of Vitamin E is more
adaptable to different parts of the body. Our Vitamin E complete contains:

E COMPLETE
ELAN® RANGE
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D-Alpha Tocopheryl Succinate
D-Alpha Tocopheryl Acetate
Mixed natural Tocopherols

Superoxide Dismutase
Catalase
Glutathione Peroxidase
Methionine Reductase

Selenium bound with an amino acid (aminoate) is a key to Vitamin E assimilation. Selenium is also
required in hypothyroid states.

Magnesium in this form acts as a catalyst and utilises the mineral transporters Arginate and
Aspartate, which carry and release the Magnesium into the inner layer of the outer cell
membrane and in the plasma of the cells, further enhancing the bioavailability of the vitamin E’s
natural antioxidant properties.

In addition, this formula contains the four specific super antioxidant enzymes extracted from all
natural organic food sprouts;

Superoxide Dismutase & Catalase

Not all oxygen atoms are life supporting. Some are actually quite destructive for our cells. These
unhealthy oxygen atoms are unbalanced and constitute the most common “Free Radical” known.
The “Oxygen Free Radical” is characterized by having an unpaired electron in its molecular
structure. Called “Superoxide” it is quite capable of causing cell damage.

The first line of defence that the body has against superoxide free radicals is the enzyme known
as “Superoxide Dismutase” (SOD), which is considered the most effective antioxidant. The
function of SOD in protecting our cells is so important that it represents a substantial proportion
of the proteins manufactured by the body. In brief, SOD keeps oxygen under control.
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In the process of removing superoxide free radicals. SOD rarely operates alone. It requires the
enzyme called “Catalase” or (CAT) to remove hydrogen peroxide molecules which are by-products
of the reactions created by SOD. Similar to SOD, CAT is abundant in the body. Integrated in all red
blood cells, CAT removes hydrogen peroxide from our tissues, preventing both cell damage and,
more important, the formation of other more toxic free radicals. In nature, and in the body, SOD
and CAT always co-exist.

The natural interaction – synergy – between these two antioxidant enzymes constitute the most
effective system of free radical control in our bodies.

Superoxide free radicals initiate the breakdown of ‘Synovial Fluid’ (the lubricating element in the
joints of our bodies) causing friction and eventually inflammation. For this reason, the attention of
clinical SOD research has been focused primarily on inflammatory processes, which are triggered
by superoxide free radicals such as arthritis, bursitis and gout.

Deficiency in SOD/CAT is the most notorious nutritional factor in most inflammatory processes.
Recent applications of SOD/CAT enhancing foods have also proven to be extremely useful as a
(pre & post) operative supplement which stimulates recovery and reduces convalescence periods
remarkably.

Considering the powerful link between free radical and many of today’s health problems,
supplements that enhance SOD/CAT activity in the body offer tremendous potential in the field of
preventative nutrition.

Glutathione Peroxidase

Glutathione peroxidase is another of the body’s major protectors against free radicals. This
antioxidant enzyme consists of the amino acid Glutathione and the trace mineral ‘selenium’.
These two nutrients team up to combat a specific class of free radicals called perioxides. The
main biological function of selenium in mammals is a component of the glutathione peroxidase
enzyme. Many of the attributes of selenium and glutathione are actually attributes of glutathione
peroxidase.
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Cell membranes consist primarily of lipids (fats). These lipid membranes are very susceptible to
damage by free radicals, especially peroxide radicals. This is why rancid fats (lipid peroxides) have
proven to be highly toxic. Glutathione peroxidase prevents destruction of cell membranes by
removing several classes of these lipid peroxides.

The main symptoms of excess peroxide free radicals include heart disease, liver disease,
premature aging and skin disease such as skin cancer, eczema, wrinkling, age spots, dermatitis
and psoriasis. Peroxide free radicals mediate much damage to the body by impairing liver
functions. Consisting of nearly 50% fatty tissue, the liver is very susceptible to lipid peroxidative
damage.

Although used primarily for skin related problems, many environmentally sensitive and
chemically poisoned people report that glutathione peroxidase helps them control their allergies
and build resistance to the effects of pollution. Generally speaking, all of the antioxidant enzymes
are important where pollution is a concern due to their ability to remove free radicals generated
by toxic substances. The list of protective effects of glutathione peroxidase is growing and is not
limited to any single symptom such as age spots. The effects of excess peroxidation in our cells is
diverse and dangerous and must be limited to maintain cellular health.

Methionine Reductase

Methionine reductase is a unique enzyme that has demonstrated an ability to remove an
extremely toxic free radical called the ‘Hydroxyl Radical’. The hydroxyl radical is commonly formed
through reactions involving heavy metals and other less toxic free radicals, such as mercury
reacting with hydrogen peroxide. The hydroxyl radical has the ability to damage any type of
organic tissue and is considered to be the most dangerous free radical.

Hydroxyl radicals are also the main toxins generated by exposure to excessive radiation. With
their ability to damage any type of tissue, symptoms directly related to hydroxyl radical induced
tissue damage are difficult to identify.
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NOTE: No information contained herein is to be construed as providing or as a substitute for medical advice, and is not
intended to suggest: cure, prevention or mitigation of disease. All information provided herein is for education purposes
only, and is not a solicitation for business. No part of this publication may be reproduced, referenced, or quoted in whole or
in part by electronic, photocopy, or other means, without the express consent of the copyright holder.

Most avid exercisers are always aware of the need to obtain extra nutrition to fuel their activities.
What many miss, is the importance of cleaning out the extra metabolic wastes that are a direct
result of this exercise. Hydroxyl radicals can be created when we burn fat molecules to produce
energy as in strenuous exercise or dieting. This is due to the lack of evacuation of chemicals and
toxins stored in the fatty tissue which are released when these tissues are used for fuel. These
toxins, when not properly evacuated, generate the formation of hydroxyl radicals.

People supplementing their diets with ‘methionine reductase’ have reported greater resistance to
the ill effects of pollution as well as greater endurance, stamina, flexibility and the ability to
recover from extensive exercise. Although it is generally important to exercise, our modern
civilized environments force us to compensate for free radical by-products if we wish to gain
health or longevity from our workout programmes.
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